September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100000218D

This letter obligates $8,077 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy 
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203  

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  
Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100000318D

This letter obligates $8,060 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutess an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100001218D

This letter obligates $4,878 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203  

Dear LISA OSANKA:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100001318D  

This letter obligates $1,012 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100001418D

This letter obligates $2,087 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100001718D

This letter obligates $2,476 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203  

Dear LISA OSANKA:  

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100001818D  

This letter obligates $786 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100002718D

This letter obligates $436 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100003018D

This letter obligates $826 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100003118D

This letter obligates $419 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100003218D

This letter obligates $690 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter** Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100003418D

This letter obligates $3,545 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100003618D

This letter obligates $60 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100004318D

This letter obligates $168 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100004618D

This letter obligates $80 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100004718D

This letter obligates $653 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100004918D

This letter obligates $522 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville KY 40203  

Dear LISA OSANKA:  

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005018D  

This letter obligates $232 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005118D

This letter obligates $433 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005218D

This letter obligates $155 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, DC  20410-5000

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005418D

This letter obligates $115 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005518D

This letter obligates $55 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005618D

This letter obligates $107 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, 
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005718D

This letter obligates $402 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy 
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA
Executive Director
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY
420 S 8th Street
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100005818D

This letter obligates $520 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville KY 40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100006018D

This letter obligates $488 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00100006118D

This letter obligates $45 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
LISA OSANKA  
Executive Director  
LOUISVILLE METRO HOUSING AUTHORITY  
420 S 8th Street  
Louisville  KY  40203

Dear LISA OSANKA:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0010006218D

This letter obligates $212 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Steve Arlinghaus
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Covington
2300 Madison Avenue
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200000118D

This letter obligates $2,244 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200000318D

This letter obligates $4,362 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200000518D

This letter obligates $966 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0020000618D

This letter obligates $19 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014  

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200001018D

This letter obligates $56 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200001118D

This letter obligates $45 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0020001218D

This letter obligates $25 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200001318D

This letter obligates $46 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Steve Arlinghaus
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Covington
2300 Madison Avenue
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200001418D

This letter obligates $113 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Steve Arlinghaus  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Covington  
2300 Madison Avenue  
Covington KY 41014

Dear Steve Arlinghaus:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00200001518D

This letter obligates $129 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

David Small
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Frankfort
590 Walter Todd Drive
Frankfort KY 40601

Dear David Small:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00300000118D

This letter obligates $1,118 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505  

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000118D  

This letter obligates $1,037 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000218D

This letter obligates $938 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington KY 40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000318D

This letter obligates $555 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000418D

This letter obligates $1,009 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lexington
300 West New Circle Road
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000618D

This letter obligates $120 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505  

Dear Austin J. Simms:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000718D  

This letter obligates $252 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lexington
300 West New Circle Road
Lexington KY 40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000818D

This letter obligates $322 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lexington
300 West New Circle Road
Lexington KY 40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400000918D

This letter obligates $159 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400001018D

This letter obligates $207 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400001118D

This letter obligates $153 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington KY 40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400001318D

This letter obligates $358 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400001518D

This letter obligates $516 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Austin J. Simms  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Lexington  
300 West New Circle Road  
Lexington  KY  40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400002818D

This letter obligates $582 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Austin J. Simms
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lexington
300 West New Circle Road
Lexington KY 40505

Dear Austin J. Simms:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00400003318D

This letter obligates $440 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Tommy Hollimon
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Paducah
2330 Ohio Street
Paducah KY 42003

Dear Tommy Hollimon:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00600000118D

This letter obligates $2,275 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Tommy Hollimon
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Paducah
2330 Ohio Street
Paducah KY 42003

Dear Tommy Hollimon:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00600000218D

This letter obligates $2,584 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Tommy Hollimon  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Paducah  
2330 Ohio Street  
Paducah KY 42003  

Dear Tommy Hollimon:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0060000618D  

This letter obligates $89 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

[Signature]  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Whitney Bundren  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Madisonville  
211 Pride Avenue  
Madisonville KY 42431

Dear Whitney Bundren:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00700000118D

This letter obligates $1,226 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Robin Wheeldon  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Somerset  
400 Hail Knob Road  
Somerset KY 42503

Dear Robin Wheeldon:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00800000118D

This letter obligates $900 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Shauna Boom  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Owensboro  
2161 E 19th Street  
Owensboro KY 42303

Dear Shauna Boom:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY00900000118D

This letter obligates $1,244 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Shauna Boom  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Owensboro  
2161 E 19th Street  
Owensboro KY 42303

Dear Shauna Boom:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0090000218D

This letter obligates $1,752 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Sam McCoy
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Corbin
1336 Madison Street
Corbin KY 40702

Dear Sam McCoy:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01000000118D

This letter obligates $741 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Vickie Smiley  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Hopkinsville  
400 N Elm Street  
Hopkinsville KY 42240  

Dear Vickie Smiley:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01100000118D

This letter obligates $1,540 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Vickie Smiley
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Hopkinsville
400 N Elm Street
Hopkinsville KY 42240

Dear Vickie Smiley:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01100000218D

This letter obligates $2,085 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Bobbie W. Jarrett  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Henderson  
111 S Adams Street  
Henderson KY 42420

Dear Bobbie W. Jarrett:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01200000118D

This letter obligates $1,246 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Bobbie W. Jarrett
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Henderson
111 S Adams Street
Henderson KY 42420

Dear Bobbie W. Jarrett:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01200000218D

This letter obligates $875 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Anna Vance
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Paris
1006 Cypress Street
Paris KY 40361

Dear Anna Vance:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01300000218D

This letter obligates $3 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Anna Vance
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Paris
1006 Cypress Street
Paris KY 40361

Dear Anna Vance:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01300001318D

This letter obligates $710 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Timothy Kitts
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Danville
102 McIntyre Circle
Danville KY 40422

Dear Timothy Kitts:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01400010118D

This letter obligates $485 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Timothy Kitts
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Danville
102 McIntyre Circle
Danville KY 40422

Dear Timothy Kitts:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01400020118D

This letter obligates $426 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Timothy Kitts  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Danville  
102 McIntyre Circle  
Danville KY 40422

Dear Timothy Kitts:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01400030118D

This letter obligates $379 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018](https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Thomas  Guidugli  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Newport  
30 E 8th Street  
Newport  KY  41072  

Dear Thomas Guidugli:  

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01500000118D  

This letter obligates $514 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

Thomas Guidugli  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Newport  
30 E 8th Street  
Newport KY 41072  

Dear Thomas Guidugli:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0150000418D

This letter obligates $976 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Thomas Guidugli
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Newport
30 E 8th Street
Newport KY 41072

Dear Thomas Guidugli:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01500000718D

This letter obligates $308 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Thomas Guidugli  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Newport  
30 E 8th Street  
Newport KY 41072

Dear Thomas Guidugli:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01500000818D

This letter obligates $64 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Thomas Guidugli
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Newport
30 E 8th Street
Newport KY 41072

Dear Thomas Guidugli:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01500001018D

This letter obligates $106 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Thomas Guidugli
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Newport
30 E 8th Street
Newport  KY  41072

Dear Thomas Guidugli:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01500001218D

This letter obligates $643 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Thomas Guidugli  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Newport  
30 E 8th Street  
Newport KY 41072

Dear Thomas Guidugli:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01500001418D

This letter obligates $30 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Joan Workman
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Richmond
502 Ellis Court
Richmond KY 40476

Dear Joan Workman:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01600000118D

This letter obligates $917 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all the terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Joan Workman  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Richmond  
502 Ellis Court  
Richmond KY 40476

Dear Joan Workman:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01600000218D

This letter obligates $762 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Peter Jones  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Maysville  
600 Clark Street  
Maysville KY 41056

Dear Peter Jones:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01700000118D

This letter obligates $1,350 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Edward Stone  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Winchester  
200 Canewood Drive  
Winchester KY 40391

Dear Edward Stone:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01800000118D

This letter obligates $1,618 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Edward Stone
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Winchester
200 Canewood Drive
Winchester KY 40391

Dear Edward Stone:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01800000218D

This letter obligates $319 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Randy Earle:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01900000118D

This letter obligates $1,383 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Randy Earle  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Middlesborough  
South 38th Street  
Middlesboro KY 40965  

Dear Randy Earle:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01900000218D

This letter obligates $347 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Randy Earle  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Middlesborough  
South 38th Street  
Middlesboro KY 40965

Dear Randy Earle:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY01900000318D

This letter obligates $689 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Saundra Huff
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Mount Sterling
335 Barnard Avenue
Mount Sterling  KY  40353

Dear Saundra Huff:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02000000118D

This letter obligates $1,066 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Michael Buis
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Cynthiana
148 Federal Street
Cynthiana KY 41031

Dear Michael Buis:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02100000118D

This letter obligates $1,124 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

David Harris
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lebanon
101 Hamilton Heights
Lebanon KY 40033

Dear David Harris:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02200000118D

This letter obligates $473 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
David Harris
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lebanon
101 Hamilton Heights
Lebanon KY 40033

Dear David Harris:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
         LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02200000218D

This letter obligates $568 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Sandra Foster
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Russellville
940 Hicks Street
Russellville KY 42276

Dear Sandra Foster:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02300000118D

This letter obligates $859 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility prorata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Rebecca Patterson  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Hazard  
100 Campbell Street  
Hazard KY 41701  

Dear Rebecca Patterson:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02400000118D

This letter obligates $1,467 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Luther Board
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lyon County
425 Linden Avenue
Eddyville KY 42038

Dear Luther Board:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02500000118D

This letter obligates $347 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Sheri Lee  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Glasgow  
111 Bunche Avenue  
Glasgow KY 42141

Dear Sheri Lee:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02600000118D

This letter obligates $314 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Sheri Lee  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Glasgow  
111 Bunche Avenue  
Glasgow KY  42141

Dear Sheri Lee:

SUBJECT:   **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02600000218D

This letter obligates $1,552 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Michael Spradlin
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Paintsville
700 Sixth Street
Paintsville KY 41240

Dear Michael Spradlin:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02700000118D

This letter obligates $739 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Michael Spradlin  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Paintsville  
700 Sixth Street  
Paintsville KY 41240

Dear Michael Spradlin:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02700000218D

This letter obligates $604 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Loretta Gray  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Barbourville  
105 Lake Avenue  
Barbourville KY 40906

Dear Loretta Gray:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, 
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02800000118D

This letter obligates $567 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. 
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy 
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Vera Ison:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY02900000118D

This letter obligates $738 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Faye Dodd
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Murray
716 Nash Drive
Murray KY 42071

Dear Faye Dodd:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03000000118D

This letter obligates $714 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
James Lovitt  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Williamsburg  
600 Brush Arbor Apartments  
Williamsburg  KY  40769  

Dear James Lovitt:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03100000118D

This letter obligates $1,294 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Jeff Patrick  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Morehead  
200 Heritage Place  
Morehead KY 40351

Dear Jeff Patrick:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY0320000018D

This letter obligates $863 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Cheri James  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Catlettsburg  
210 24th Street  
Catlettsburg  KY  41129  

Dear Cheri James:  

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03300000118D  

This letter obligates $727 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Sandra Horton:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03400000118D

This letter obligates $384 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Rhonda Burchett  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Prestonsburg  
12 Blaine Hall Street  
Prestonsburg  KY  41653  

Dear Rhonda Burchett:  

SUBJECT:  
Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03500000118D  

This letter obligates $844 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

Debra Rogers  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Irvine  
285 Mountain Crest  
Irvine KY 40336

Dear Debra Rogers:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03600000118D

This letter obligates $656 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018](https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Dear Lynn Busby:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03700000118D

This letter obligates $655 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Billie Webb  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Martin  
109 Raymond Griffith Drive #1101  
Martin KY 41649

Dear Billie Webb:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03800000118D

This letter obligates $662 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Mary Ann Robbins
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Pineville
911 Alabama Avenue
Pineville  KY  40977

Dear Mary Ann Robbins:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY03900000118D

This letter obligates $1,066 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), *Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy*
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Donald Costello  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Mayfield  
312 Brookside Drive  
Mayfield KY 42066  

Dear Donald Costello:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04000000118D

This letter obligates $1,124 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018](https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Anita Jenkins:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04100000118D

This letter obligates $965 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Natalie Dixon
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Cadiz
117 Lincoln Avenue
Cadiz KY 42211

Dear Natalie Dixon:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04200000118D

This letter obligates $455 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Lisa French  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Fulton  
201 N Highland Drive  
Fulton KY 42041  

Dear Lisa French:  

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04300000118D  

This letter obligates $1,157 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Erica Fugate  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Whitesburg  
4 Banks Street  
Whitesburg  KY  41858

Dear Erica Fugate:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04400000118D

This letter obligates $536 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Shirley Snell
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Jackson
400 Railroad Street
Jackson KY 41339

Dear Shirley Snell:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04500000118D

This letter obligates $160 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Lucas Thacker  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Albany  
200 Harvest Street  
Albany KY 42602

Dear Lucas Thacker:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04600000118D

This letter obligates $134 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
David Harris  
Executive Director  
Campbellsville Housing And Redevelopment Authority  
400 Ingram Avenue  
Campbellsville KY 42718

Dear David Harris:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04700000118D

This letter obligates $644 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear David Harris:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04700000218D

This letter obligates $647 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

LISA DISHMAN
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Monticello
210 Homestead Heights
Monticello  KY  42633

Dear LISA DISHMAN:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04800000118D

This letter obligates $553 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Chantel Bingham
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Versailles
P. O. Box 1389
Versailles KY 40383

Dear Chantel Bingham:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY04900000118D

This letter obligates $1,020 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Mike Turner  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Tompkinsville  
1011 Green Hills  
Tompkinsville KY 42167

Dear Mike Turner:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05000000118D

This letter obligates $122 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Jolynda C. Bailey
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Lancaster
109 Kinnaird Avenue
Lancaster KY 40444

Dear Jolynda C. Bailey:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05200000118D

This letter obligates $249 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Jenny Cheek:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05400000118D

This letter obligates $366 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Mike Turner  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Burkesville  
401 Sunset Drive  
Burkesville KY 42717  

Dear Mike Turner:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05500000118D  

This letter obligates $648 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

September 9, 2019

Sherry Boblitt
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Springfield
1057 Melavin Circle
Springfield KY 40069

Dear Sherry Boblitt:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05600000118D

This letter obligates $392 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Pat Baker  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Carrollton  
1201 9th Street  
Carrollton KY 41008  

Dear Pat Baker:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05700000118D  

This letter obligates $557 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018](https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018)  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

[Signature]  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Jeanne Griffith
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Beattyville
227 Boone Avenue
Beattyville KY 41311

Dear Jeanne Griffith:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05800000118D

This letter obligates $237 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

September 9, 2019

Janet Fields
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Falmouth
412 Beech Street
Falmouth KY 41040

Dear Janet Fields:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY05900000118D

This letter obligates $248 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Judy Muse:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06000000118D

This letter obligates $200 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, 
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. 
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated 
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency 
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating 
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current 
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is 
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy 
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Tom Wilson  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Georgetown  
139 Scroggins Park  
Georgetown KY 40324

Dear Tom Wilson:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06100000118D

This letter obligates $2,225 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

Ann Hatter  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Harrodsburg  
502 W Office Street  
Harrodsburg KY 40330  

Dear Ann Hatter:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06200000118D

This letter obligates $967 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Abraham Williams  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Bowling Green  
247 Double Springs Road  
Bowling Green KY 42102

Dear Abraham Williams:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06300000118D

This letter obligates $1,738 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Abraham Williams  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Bowling Green  
247 Double Springs Road  
Bowling Green KY 42102 

Dear Abraham Williams:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06300000218D  

This letter obligates $987 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Holly Horlander  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Columbia  
922 Carrie Bolin  
Columbia KY 42728

Dear Holly Horlander:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06400000118D

This letter obligates $332 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Judy Hammack:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06500000118D

This letter obligates $525 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more information on both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Judy Hammack:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06600000118D

This letter obligates $185 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Ruth Ann Sexton  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Horse Cave  
990 N Dixie Street  
Horse Cave KY 42749

Dear Ruth Ann Sexton:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06700000118D

This letter obligates $438 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018](https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018)

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
January Chapman  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Williamstown  
514 Helton Heights  
Williamstown KY 41097

Dear Janet Chapman:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds 
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY06900000118D

This letter obligates $234 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
John D. Clark  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Central City  
509 S 9th Street  
Central City KY 42330

Dear John D. Clark:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07000000118D

This letter obligates $241 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

Jackie Mudd
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Bardstown
513 W Broadway Street
Bardstown KY 40004

Dear Jackie Mudd:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07100000118D

This letter obligates $777 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Debra East
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Princeton
100 Hillview Court
Princeton KY 42445

Dear Debra East:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07200000118D

This letter obligates $479 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
John C.  Byrd  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Liberty  
75 Riverdale Drive  
Liberty  KY  42539  

Dear John C. Byrd:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07300000118D  

This letter obligates $335 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs  

September 9, 2019
September 9, 2019

Mike Miller
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Ashland
3131 Winchester Avenue
Ashland KY 41101

Dear Mike Miller:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07400000118D

This letter obligates $1,432 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Mike Miller  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Ashland  
3131 Winchester Avenue  
Ashland KY 41101

Dear Mike Miller:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07400000218D

This letter obligates $830 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Steven Parker
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Dawson Springs
100 Clarkdale Court
Dawson Springs KY 42408

Dear Steven Parker:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07500000118D

This letter obligates $630 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
October 9, 2019

Morris Deaton
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Harlan
509 Poplar Street
Harlan KY 40831

Dear Morris Deaton:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07700000118D

This letter obligates $602 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Michelle Walker  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Eminence  
791 Cannon Court  
Eminence KY 40019  

Dear Michelle Walker:  

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07800000118D  

This letter obligates $403 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Timothy Kitts
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Stanford
100 Lacy Street
Stanford KY 40484

Dear Timothy Kitts:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY07900000118D

This letter obligates $234 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Tommy Mays
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Stanton
O A Street
Stanton KY 40380

Dear Tommy Mays:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08000000118D

This letter obligates $178 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Cindy Taylor
Executive Director
Housing Authority of McCreary County
488 E. Hwy 92
Pine Knott KY 42635

Dear Cindy Taylor:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08100081218D

This letter obligates $323 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Glenda Wathen
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Hodgenville
501 Miami Court
Hodgenville KY 42748

Dear Glenda Wathen:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08300000118D

This letter obligates $518 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Lisa Sartin
Executive Director
Housing Authority Vanceburg
104 White Street
Vanceburg KY 41179

Dear Lisa Sartin:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08400000118D

This letter obligates $324 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Frank J. Skinner  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Providence  
101 Center Ridge Drive  
Providence KY 42450

Dear Frank J. Skinner:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08500000118D

This letter obligates $330 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Cindy Bowen:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08600000118D

This letter obligates $437 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Stacey Graham  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Radcliff  
480 Robbie Valentine Drive  
Radcliff KY 40160  

Dear Stacey Graham:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08700000118D

This letter obligates $207 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility proportionate share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

September 9, 2019

Aneta Grugin  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Shelbyville  
41 Cardinal Drive  
Shelbyville KY 40065

Dear Aneta Grugin:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY08900000118D

This letter obligates $236 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Doris Wyatt
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Berea
110 Orchard Street
Berea KY 40403

Dear Doris Wyatt:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09000000118D

This letter obligates $234 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Kerry Martin
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Benton
101 Walnut Court
Benton KY 42025

Dear Kerry Martin:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09100000118D

This letter obligates $235 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Paul D. Hensley:

SUBJECT:  **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09200000118D

This letter obligates $252 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Bobbie Jarrett
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Morganfield
703 Culver Drive
Morganfield KY 42437

Dear Bobbie Jarrett:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09300000118D

This letter obligates $232 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Suzanne Slater  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Sturgis  
116 E Old Providence Road  
Sturgis KY 42459

Dear Suzanne Slater:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09400000118D

This letter obligates $202 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Mike Hynes
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Knott County
997 Highway 160 S
Hindman KY 41822

Dear Mike Hynes:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09600000118D

This letter obligates $316 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Donna Roberts:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09700000118D

This letter obligates $102 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

David Small
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Owenton
100 Gaines Village Drive
Owenton KY 40359

Dear David Small:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09800000118D

This letter obligates $203 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Jolie Brown
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Franklin
1301 Crestmore Drive
Franklin KY 42134

Dear Jolie Brown:

SUBJECT: Obstacle Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09900000118D

This letter obligates $263 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs

Jolie Brown
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Franklin
1301 Crestmore Drive
Franklin KY 42134

Dear Jolie Brown:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY09900000218D

This letter obligates $12 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY10000000118D

This letter obligates $115 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Craig Hinton
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Irvington
Hillview Homes
Irvington KY 40146

Dear Craig Hinton:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY10100000118D

This letter obligates $187 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Dear Mike Hynes:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds

LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY10400000118D

This letter obligates $177 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Lance Davis  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Owingsville  
180 Kendall Springs Avenue  
Owingsville KY 40360

Dear Lance Davis:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY10600000118D

This letter obligates $310 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Jim Hobbs
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Pikeville
748 Hambley Boulevard
Pikeville KY 41501

Dear Jim Hobbs:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY10700000118D

This letter obligates $1,519 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Matthew Rhoads  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Beaver Dam  
3030 James Court  
Beaver Dam KY 42320

Dear Matthew Rhoads:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY12200000118D

This letter obligates $303 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Roxanne Craig  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Dayton  
201 Clay Street  
Dayton KY 41074

Dear Roxanne Craig:

SUBJECT: **Obligation Letter**, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY12900000118D

This letter obligates $401 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Sandy R. Creech  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of McKee  
1405 Roberts Court, OFFICE  
McKee  KY  40447

Dear Sandy R. Creech:

SUBJECT:  Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,  
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY14700000118D

This letter obligates $378 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019,  
based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals.  
For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated  
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency  
are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating  
Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current  
estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is  
available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28  
(HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy  
Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Mike Hynes
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Martin County
2600 Hode Road
Warfield KY 41267

Dear Mike Hynes:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant,
Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY14900000118D

This letter obligates $224 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Anna Howell
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Floyd County
402 John M. Stumbo Drive
Langley KY 41645

Dear Anna Howell:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY15700000118D

This letter obligates $1,033 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

Dione Kinman
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Dry Ridge
300 Meadowview Circle
Dry Ridge KY 41035

Dear Dione Kinman:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY15800000118D

This letter obligates $491 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Douglas Latham  
Executive Director  
Housing Authority of Todd County  
151 Pennyrile Court  
Guthrie KY 42234

Dear Douglas Latham:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY17000000118D

This letter obligates $512 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2018

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
September 9, 2019

James Morgan Shepherd II
Executive Director
Housing Authority of Salyersville/Magoffin Co.
540 Allen Drive
Salyersville KY 41465

Dear James Morgan Shepherd II:

SUBJECT: Obligation Letter, Public Housing Operating Fund Subsidy Grant, Distribution of 2018 Hold-back Funds
LOCCS/PAS Project No. PPN KY17700000118D

This letter obligates $320 of Operating Fund subsidy for Federal Fiscal Year 2018/2019, based on the project’s final eligibility pro rata share of funds held-back for revisions and appeals. For more an explanation of both subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

Danielle Bastarache
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Public Housing and Voucher Programs